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The Rollease Acmeda S45 Series, unparalleled in design and aesthetics, comprises
a range of roller shade systems which enable efficient installation and effortless
operation for the end-user.
Several control solutions are provided in the S45 range to suit a variety of operating
scenarios. They include the choice of spring system control, an innovative and
patent-protected chain control, convenient and child-safe motorization or the
heavy-duty advantage offered by the crank handle.
All S45 systems feature our Easy-Lock™ technology which allows for shade
installation by a single installer. From idler to bracket, the ‘locate and lock’ process
is simple and streamlined. Additionally, Easy-Lift spring boosters can be retro-fit
to our S45 systems to further minimize the effort required by the end-user during
operation.
Rollease Acmeda is also committed to supplying solutions that are complementary
to sophisticated interiors and the S45 Series contributes to achieving a high-end
look. Utilizing S45 components, minimal light gaps can be achieved and the slim
and sleek bracket covers provide an aesthetically pleasing finish.

CONTROLS
Spring
Crank Gear
Chainwinder
Motorization

CAPACITY
Max width: 11.15ft
Max drop: 26.25ft

TUBES
Light: OD 43mm (1.69”)
Standard: OD 44mm (1.73”)
Heavy Duty: OD 49mm (1.93”)

COLOR RANGE

pure white
069

silver grey
388

black
050

DIMENSIONS
2.09”

2.68”

LIMITED
LIFETIME
WARRANTY

SYSTEMS
RB09 CHAINWINDER SYSTEM
The innovative RB09 Chainwinder System sets
the benchmark for efficient installation of roller
shades. The two-piece RB09 Chainwinder
features a ‘snap-lock’ function for simplified
assembly and the pin of the RB09 Extended
Idler can be adjusted in 1mm increments to
extend a further 10mm, therefore allowing for
precise adjustments at the point of installation.

RB05 CRANK GEAR SYSTEM
With a gear ratio of 2.8:1, the RB05 Crank Gear
System offers a reduction in the user effort
required to operate manual roller shades. The
RB05 Crank Gear is suitable for heavier shades
and has the ability carry up to 20 lb. The crank
control arm is detachable but can also be
secured to a surface with an optional crank arm
fixing support.

RB40 MOTORIZED SYSTEM
Realize the benefits of fabricating with the
Rollease Acmeda S45 series and incorporate
motorization into that offering. With our RB40
Motorized System, chose from a selection of
crown and drive wheels as well as adaptors
designed to be used with third party motors.
Producing motorized roller shades that are upto-date, child-safe and convenient is certainly
achievable with our S45 Roller Shade series.

SYSTEM UPGRADES

CF90
Upgrade your S45 Roller Shades with our innovative
CF90 cassette/fascia suite. Offering the choice of round
or a square profiles, in either a fully enclosed cassette
or partial fascia concealing the roller shade for a
contemporary designer finish. The optional CF90 Edge
light blocking side channels can also be added to achieve
an improved blackout effect and contribute to improved
household energy efficiency.

EASY LINK
Providing the perfect accompaniment to Rollease
Acmeda’s Easy-Lock™ technology, our Easy-Link™
upgrade enables multiple S45 series shades to be
operated via a single control unit. Easy-Link™ also
ensures a minimal light gap of 17mm between each
shade. Aside from linking shades sitting side-byside, Easy-Link™ can connect shades that need to be
positioned at 90 degree angles.

SYSTEM OPTIONS

CHAINHOLD
Although all chain-operated roller shades require
a tensioning device, utilizing Rollease Acmeda’s
Chainhold provides an added benefit. Unless properly
installed, our latest Chainhold tension device will
partially prevent the window covering from functioning,
making it fully compliant with the ANSI/WCMA
standard for safety.

DUAL BRACKETS
Rollease Acmeda’s dual brackets allow for both sheer
and blackout shades to be fixed onto one bracket.
When compared with fitting two separate roller
shades, using our dual brackets can improve the speed
of installation and decrease the space required for the
finished product. These brackets can be conveniently
mounted on the ceiling or a wall and are compatible
with our simple, two-step Easy-Lock™ installation
method. The compact square design of the brackets
keeps both control chains on the same side for
improved accessibility.

WE DELIVER
With innovative know-how behind
every design, Rollease Acmeda’s dedicated team
of R&D specialists, engineers and customer
service staff deliver world-class hardware
solutions to a global window furnishing market.
Built to last a lifetime, every product in our
extensive range meets industry needs and
has been tried and tested for unsurpassed
performance and reliability.
Our global presence means that no matter
where your business is located, Rollease
Acmeda will respond to your needs quickly.
That’s our precision in motion promise.
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